
Social Assistance Review 
Commission recommends 
$100-a-month increase now!

Ontario’s Social Assistance Review Com-
mission has released its report on how to 
transform social assistance in our province 
(see http://www.socialassistancereview.ca/
home). It recommended that single adults 
in the Ontario Works (OW) program, the 

lowest rate category, receive an increase of $100 a month “as 
a down payment on adequacy while the system undergoes 
transformation.” 
 The Put Food in the Budget campaign appreciates that Com-
missioners Frances Lankin and Munir Sheikh acknowledged 
the broad public support for, and the common sense of, that 
immediate increase.

URGENT ACTIONS NEEDED! 

THE
GOOD 
NEWS

Visit your MPP and show the “Dear Mr. Premier” video, available at www.putfoodinthebudget.ca. 
Ask him or her to support an immediate $100-a-month increase to social assistance rates.

Demand that other benefits, such as the Special Diet Allowance and the ODSP work benefit,              
be maintained at adequate levels.

Demand your MPP support maintaining the Community Start-Up Benefit.

Ask your MPP to sign the pledge form on the back of this newsletter. 

Call Premier McGuinty’s office at 416-325-1941 and tell him you support an immediate increase 
of $100-a-month, and that no other benefits should be cut.

The Commission recommends cancelling 
the Special Diet Allowance and ODSP Work-
Related Benefit to finance the $100 increase. 
Already, Liberal sources say, the government 
is considering a rate increase while cutting the 
Special Diet Allowance.

 Increasing benefits with one hand while taking them away 
with the other is too typical of Premier McGuinty’s poverty re-
duction policy.
 A $100-a-month increase—while welcome—does not bring 
social assistance rates to an adequate, living level. The rates still 
need to be increased to a level that ensures a life of health and 
dignity.

THE
BAD 

NEWS
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Thousands of Ontarians 
“earn” hundred-dollar 
recommendation
The Social Assistance Review Commission’s recommendation 
of the $100 increase is a direct result of the work of thousands 
of people across Ontario over the past four years:

 More than ten thousand people completed the “Do the 
Math” survey. They said a single person needs at least 
$1500 a month to live in health and dignity. (Current 
OW rates are as low as $ 599 a month.)

 Hundreds of people across Ontario visited local MPPs 
to ask them to complete the “Do the Math” survey. On 
average, they learned, MPPs calculated that a single 
person needs a minimum income of $1340 a month to 
live a life of health and dignity.

 More than one thousand people took the “Do the Math” 
challenge and tried to live on a food bank diet for a week. 
These participants spoke directly with more than seventy-
five thousand people in communities across Ontario—and 
hundreds of thousands more through traditional and social 
media—with the message that current social assistance 
rates cannot provide a life of health and dignity.

 Twenty-eight municipalities, representing more than four 
million Ontario residents, wrote to the Premier of Ontario 
endorsing an immediate $100-a-month increase in social 
assistance rates.

 Thousands of people sent valentines to Finance         
Minster Dwight Duncan and Christmas cards                   
to Premier McGuinty.

 Hundreds of people participated in the recent 
“Dear Mr. Premier” tour, testifying against his 
‘austerity’ budget and for raising the rates.

 Social planning councils, public health 
departments, community health centres and 
legal clinics, food security organizations, 
faith groups, labour unions and many more 
community groups mobilized in support 
of the Put Food in the Budget campaign 
demands.
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Premier 
McGuinty’s 
poverty 
reduction 
legacy

Assessing the 
Social Assistance 
Review

Put Food in the 
Budget campaign 
has several 
concerns about 
the report 

 Premier McGuinty’s poverty reduction 
strategy was full of promise in 2007, but the 
many cuts and disappointments since then 
amount to broken promises. The govern-
ment:

 cancelled the back-to-school and winter 
allowances

 cut social assistance in real terms, with 
rate increases below the inflation rate

 attempted to cancel the Special Diet Al-
lowance

 postponed the promised increase in the 
Ontario Child Benefit

 cancelled the Community Start-Up 
Benefit

 delayed the Social Assistance Review 
—and then the Premier resigned just 
before the Commission reported, avoid-
ing his responsibility to transform social 
assistance in Ontario.

 will not increase the minimum wage.

 However, Premier McGuinty could still 
leave a better legacy on poverty reduction. 
He could implement the Social Assistance 
Review Commission recommendation—
and make a down payment on transform-
ing social assistance—with an immediate 
increase of $100 a month for every adult in 
Ontario who receives social assistance.
  To create this legacy, Premier McGuinty 
simply has to convene his cabinet—it does 
not require reconvening the legislature or 
a new budget under a new leader. Premier 
McGuinty can ‘Just Do It’!

Many groups have analyzed the report of 
the Social Assistance Review Commission. 
These groups raise many important issues.

Income Security Advocacy Centre 
http://tiny.cc/9ha1nw

Interfaith Social Assistance Reform 
Coalition
http://tiny.cc/kka1nw

ODSP Action Coalition 
http://tiny.cc/5sa1nw

Ontario Coalition Against Poverty 
http://www.ocap.ca/node/1025 

Poverty Free Ontario
http://tiny.cc/twa1nw

Wellesley Institute
http://tiny.cc/bya1nw

 The ‘transformation’ process carries the 
risk of becoming endless system rede-
sign without substantive change.

 The report pits the needs of people 
receiving ODSP against the needs of 
people receiving OW.

 The report sustains the illusion that the 
labour market will provide full employ-
ment, with wage and benefit levels that 
sustain lives of health and dignity.

 Without ongoing pressure from a broad-
based coalition, will a government led 
by any of our political parties commit to 

improving the social as-
sistance system?

 The Commissioners propose transform-
ing social assistance in Ontario as a long-
term project. This timetable may be mean-
ingful to people who design systems. But 
since social assistance rates were sharply cut 
in 1995, many Ontario residents have been 
forced to live without adequate income. In 
the last decade food bank use in Ontario 
has increased by almost 40%, from 295,000 
people per month to 413,000 (p. 24, Hunger 
Count 2012, Food Banks Canada).
 In the words of the civil rights movement, 
we have to keep our ‘eyes on the prize—and 
hold on.’
 An immediate $100-a-month rate in-
crease—for every adult in Ontario who 

receives social assistance—is in sight. This 
should not be compromised by cutting 
the Special Diet Allowance and the ODSP 
Work-Related Benefit.
 But as Simon Black says in a recent To-
ronto Star opinion column, it is time to 
increase the pressure, not to ease up. See 
http://tiny.cc/r2a1nw
 Our demand for an immediate $100 rate 
increase was won in the Social Assistance 
Review Commission recommendation.  
The purpose of this demand was to force 
the government to acknowledge that social 
assistance rates are inadequate. Now we 
must work together for its immediate im-
plementation, and to build on that victory.

Keep our eyes 
on the prize
 — hold on!
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I support the recommendation of the Social Assistance Review Commission: immediate 
implementation of an increase of $100 a month to bring the base rate of Ontario Works 
from $599 per month to $699 per month.  This will be a down payment on adequacy 
while the system undergoes transformation.

You can help Put Food in the Budget!

  Increase the health of the people in Ontario with the lowest incomes
  Increase the dignity of people with low incomes by reducing visits to 
food bank and meal programs in Ontario

  Reduce health care costs in the long term by reducing the incidence of 
chronic disease

  Provide economic stimulus — the increase will be spent immediately in 
grocery and other stores in local communities across Ontario

  Reduce inequality in Ontario

“An increase of $100 a month would be made to the 
lowest rate category, single adults receiving OW, 
as a down payment on adequacy while the system 
undergoes transformation”.

MPPs of all parties should support this recommendation because it will help fulfill 
the promise of the 2009 Poverty Reduction Act (Bill 152) by helping 
to “support a sustained long-term reduction of poverty in Ontario”.  Immediate 
implementation of this recommendation will:

Visit your MPP and ask them to support this recommendation of the Social 
Assistance Review Commission:

MPP Pledge of Support

Signature of MPP: 

Name of MPP:

Riding:

Date:

Photocopy this page, or, 
make a printout from the 
PDF file of this newsletter 
posted on our website:
www.putfoodinthebudget.ca

Once your MPP has signed 
the pledge form, please send 
it by fax to Put Food in the 
Budget at 905-812-7545.


